
LUXURY WATCH EXPERT & ADVISOR



ABOUT
Giorgia Mondani: founder of “Mondani Web”, a company recognized on the 
international scene for its important track record achieved over the years.
Giorgia, advisor in the luxury watches sector, reconfirms herself as a reference 
point for the most renowned brands as well as watch collectors, with almost half 
a million followers on Instagram. She daily tells technical details and business 
curiosities to her users, referring to the world of luxury watches.
Giorgia shares her experiences and her lifestyle thanks to photos and videos, 
shows herself via beautiful shots, in which she introduces the companies she 
collaborates with (fashion brands - automotive companies - hospitality).
Her image, which has become absolutely transversal, is chosen to promote the 
automotive world, building formats speaking even to the youngest.

Giorgia Mondani

@Giorgia Mondani

7’100

https://www.instagram.com/giorgiamondani/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw0QyntERpRJmTGtZ1HDOww?view_as=subscriber
https://www.tiktok.com/login?redirect_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tiktok.com%2F%40giorgiamondani_official%3F_t%3D8VoTHCVII8j%26_r%3D1&lang=en&enter_method=mandatory
https://twitter.com/giorgiamondani
https://www.facebook.com/giorgiamondaniofficial
https://www.instagram.com/giorgiamondani/
https://www.threads.net/@giorgiamondani
https://www.threads.net/@giorgiamondani


INSTAGRAM AUDIENCE AND STATS

Others

Italy

USA

Rest of Europe
20%

15%

25%

40%

80% Men 20% Women

2.6 M
Avg Monthly accounts reached 

9.4 M
Avg Monthly Impressions 



CELEBRITIES WHO FOLLOW ME
Profession

Marcelo Vieira

Nicky Jam

DJ Khaled

Ronaldo Luís Nazário de Lima 

Gordon Ramsay

Miguel Herrán 

MC GUIME

Jesse Lingard 

Patrick Dempsey 

Michelle Hunziker 

Giorgio Chiellini 

Bukayo Saka

Christian Vieri

Luca Argentero 

Rudy Zerbi

Alessandro Borghese

Jorge Lorenzo 

Donnie Wahlberg 

Fabio Cannavaro 

Francesco Bagnaia

Footballer 

Singer

Dj

Ex footballer 

Chef

Actor

Singer

Footballer

Actor

Television presenter 

Footballer 

Footballer

Ex footballer 

Actor

Radio host 

Restaurateur

Motorcycle racer 

Actor

Ex footballer

Motorcycle racer 

70 million 

44.2 million 

38.1 million 

30 million 

16.5 million 

12.9 million 

10.2 million 

9.4 million 

6.8 million 

5.8 million 

5.4 million 

5.8 million 

3 million 

2.2 million 

2.2 million 

2 million 

1.8 million 

1.9 million 

1.9 million 

1.5 million

Followers



some of my collaborationssome of my collaborations



PRESSpress
For several months Giorgia Mondani’s name 
has been listed in Launchmetrics’ monthly 
analysis based on her growing impact 
as Voice Influencer to date. “Your role as 
Opinion Leader and Social Media Influencer 
is a confirmed strategy to enable audience 
conversions and interactions with your content 
and consequently with brands. Your Voice is 
generating a constantly growing media impact.” 

(by Launchmetrics.com)

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/08/fashion/making-her-mark-in-the-watch-world.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/08/fashion/making-her-mark-in-the-watch-world.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/08/fashion/making-her-mark-in-the-watch-world.html


MONDANI  MAGAZINEMONDANI WEB  •  MONDANI BOOKS  •  MONDANI MAGAZINE 
The most reliable 
network for watch 

dealers. “Mondani Web” 
is the real definition of 
network, it has more 
than 520 resellers, all 

reliability certified, 
and more than 50 

international partners. 
It offers a wide range 

of social media services 
and platforms, i.e., 

real online showcases 
useful for being able to 
admire and learn about 

watches in detail.

As of today, the “Mondani 
Editore” publishing, in 
an entirely inopinable 
way, is identified as a 
leader in the world of 

watchmaking, becoming 
a true guide for collectors 
who wish to learn about, 

sell or buy the most 
sought-after wristwatches.

The magazine, 
“Mondani Magazine”, 

combines the  youthful-
immediate style of 

a blog with the care 
and prestige of a trade 

magazine.

M
ONDANI    M

AGAZINE
2018

Looking for a Watch?

www.mondaniweb.com

31 1



GIORGIA MONDANI 
hello@giorgiamondani.com 

+39 349 223 5714

Passion 
combined 

with
Hard Work 

leads to 
Excellence
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